
demo2.sql.txt
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
-- Created By: Brian Gale
-- Purpose: Demo 2
-- Creation Date: 2017-11-27
-- show how indexes can hurt performance.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

-- Run this in the event you accidentally run the whole script at once
SET NOEXEC OFF;
GO
-- Below line is to ensure we don't run the whole script at once
SET NOEXEC ON;
GO

USE [SQLDEMO]
GO
-- free the cache to prove it isn't cached data causing performance differences
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE

--lets show that all 3 tables contain the same number of rows.
SELECT
 COUNT(*)
FROM
 [dbo].[sprinkles_ci]
SELECT
 COUNT(*)
FROM
 [dbo].[sprinkles_heap]
SELECT
 COUNT(*)
FROM
 [dbo].[sprinkles_ci_lotsindex]

--We are dropping the indexes here as they affect inserts and we want the tables to
be similar for the insert
DROP INDEX [idx_Sprinkles_ci_color]
 ON [dbo].[sprinkles_ci]
DROP INDEX [idx_Sprinkles_heap_color]
 ON [dbo].[sprinkles_heap]
DROP INDEX [idx_Sprinkles_heap_color_iID]
 ON [dbo].[sprinkles_heap]
--Next, lets insert data into each table
-- Which one will be fastest?
INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_heap] (
            [Color]
           )
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
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    )
GO 2000 

INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_ci] (
          [Color]
         )
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
    )
GO 2000 

INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_ci_lotsindex]
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
    )
GO 200 
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-- 2 things to note.  First, the clustered index insert was the fastest.  This is 
contradictory to what I said earlier.
-- Although it is only kind of contradictory.  Due to several things going on in 
the back end, when you are doing the inserts, with the heap, 
-- SQL starts at the first spot on disk for the table and just scans ahead until it
finds an opening.  If you had done some random deletes to the table, you'd have 
open spaces.
-- Like the bookshelf example, if you take out book 3 from the first shelf, 3rd row
down, when you are looking to put any book back, if it fits in that slot you are 
good to go.
-- Otherwise you need to keep going until the end of the bookshelf to add it.
-- With the clustered index, you know that the new  entry should go at the end of 
the table based on the ID, so you just jump to the end and are good to do that 
insert.
-- 
-- But the "lots indexes" table ws the slowest.  And quite a bit slower than the 
others.  Lets look at these again though as there is something I want to point out 
that you may not have seen.
INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_heap] (
            [Color]
           )
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
    )
GO 2000 --2000 * 5 = 10000

INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_ci] (
          [Color]
         )
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
    )
GO 2000 --2000 * 5 = 10000

INSERT INTO [dbo].[sprinkles_ci_lotsindex]
VALUES (
     'red'
    ) ,
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    (
     'yellow'
    ) ,
    (
     'blue'
    ) ,
    (
     'green'
    ) ,
    (
     'pink'
    )
GO 200 --200 * 5 = 1000
--The last one is only inserting 1,000 rows total, while the others are inserting 
10,000 rows.
-- I did this intentionally to prove the point that too many indexes can hurt 
performance.

-- Now lets look at UPDATE performance.  Let's update the newly inserted rows:
SET STATISTICS IO, TIME ON
GO
UPDATE
 [dbo].[sprinkles_heap]
SET
 [sprinkles_heap].[Color] = 'none'
WHERE
 [sprinkles_heap].[ID] > 1000000

UPDATE
 [dbo].[sprinkles_ci]
SET
 [sprinkles_ci].[Color] = 'none'
WHERE
 [sprinkles_ci].[ID] > 1000000

UPDATE
 [dbo].[sprinkles_ci_lotsindex]
SET
 [sprinkles_ci_lotsindex].[Color] = 'none'
WHERE
 [sprinkles_ci_lotsindex].[ID] > 1000000
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-- Now lets look at DELETE performance.  We are going to delete all of the new rows
DELETE FROM
[dbo].[sprinkles_heap]
WHERE
 [sprinkles_heap].[ID] > 1000000

DELETE FROM
[dbo].[sprinkles_ci]
WHERE
 [sprinkles_ci].[ID] > 1000000

DELETE FROM
[dbo].[sprinkles_ci_lotsindex]
WHERE
 [sprinkles_ci_lotsindex].[ID] > 1000000

SET STATISTICS IO, TIME OFF
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